What’s New in
SafeGuard Enterprise 6.1
Features

SafeGuard 6.1 SafeGuard 6.0 SafeGuard 5.6

Extensive platform support
NEW! Support for Windows 8 and 8.1 - Protect hard disks and les stored on removable media, network le
shares and in the cloud on clients running Windows 8 and 8.1
NEW! Manage Apple FileVault 2 encryption - Manage Apple FileVault 2 full-disk encryption side-by-side with
all other devices in the SafeGuard Management Center console
NEW! Encrypt files and folders on Mac - Encrypt Mac files and documents with SafeGuard File Encryption for
Mac, letting users easily share encrypted documents between Mac and Windows clients
Mac compliance reporting - Track information about Macs encrypted by Sophos full-disk encryption in the
Management Center to make sure you are compliant
ENHANCED! Manage Microsoft BitLocker encryption - Centrally manage computers encrypted with Microsoft
BitLocker for better performance and hardware compatibility

Enhanced

NEW! Support for eDrive and OPAL 2 self-encrypting drives - Centrally manage encryption on clients with
the latest eDrive and OPAL 2 self-encrypting drives
Support for OPAL self-encrypting drives - Automatically make use of OPAL self-encrypting
drives when available
Encryption everywhere
NEW! Support for additional cloud storage providers - Auto-detect install paths and folders for more cloud
storage providers: Dropbox, Google Drive, Egnyte, OneDrive and Media Center
NEW! Support for shared PCs, workstations on wheels (WoWs) - Improved user handling allows multiple
users to log on to a PC after POA startup
ENHANCED! Automatically encrypt files stored in the cloud - Add extra layer of protection to documents
stored in the cloud with SafeGuard Encryption for Cloud Storage

Enhanced

ENHANCED! Access encrypted files everywhere - Collaborate freely and still stay protected using encrypted
documents accessible everywhere: on Windows, Mac, home PCs, smartphones and tablets

Enhanced

Encrypt files on network file shares - Guarantee that only the right people have access by using SafeGuard
Encryption for File Shares to encrypt files and folders at rest and in transit
Encrypt files on removable media - Protect data on removable devices: USB sticks, CD/DVD, memory cards,
external hard disks, etc.
Full-disk encryption with Sophos' encryption technology - Encrypt hard disks with certified and proven
encryption technology, including FIPS and CC EAL 4
Security and simplicity
NEW! Management Center made simpler - Work faster and easier with the dozens of usability improvements
such as simplifying default options and pre-populating policies
NEW! Key ring creation works without re-boot/re-logon - Save time by no longer having to restart the client
after creating a new key ring
NEW! Credential provider wrapping for Imprivata and Evidian - Use alternative credential providers without
having to authenticate twice
ENHANCED! Flexible Web Helpdesk logon - Manage access rights by adding or removing Windows users or
groups and expanded logging options per user

Enhanced

ENHANCED! Active Directory (AD) synchronization, manual and scheduled - Search and import objects
directly in the AD instead of re-syncing the whole AD tree

Enhanced

Hierarchical Security Officer role management - Assign what Security Officers can see and manage with
granular access control and easy delegation
Central key, policy and device management - Use one platform-neutral console to get instant access to every
aspect of your data protection and see every policy, key, user and machine
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Protection plus performance
AES-NI processor optimization - Get faster initial encryption and better operating performance with
optimization for the latest AES-NI technology built into the latest i5 and i7 processors
Faster boot-up by loading POA to RAM-disk - Boot clients faster by pre-loading the read-only part of the POA
into a RAM-disk at startup
Multi-core support - Harness the full power of your multi-core processor and run more processes
simultaneously for faster encryption and decryption than ever
Fast initial encryption - Only encrypt the parts of your hard drives that contain data to reduce encryption time
significantly and to get your users back to work faster
Other features and improvements
NEW! Copy SafeGuard Portable application only when needed - Only copy the SafeGuard Portable
application when writing encrypted content to removable media or cloud storage
File tracking on removable media - Easily verify which corporate files were on any lost removable media and
prove that they were encrypted for compliance purposes
Power-on Authorization and single sign-on - Log on to the operating system without hassle through single
sign-on and flexible Power-on Authorization
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